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Abstract. Detailed studies of the response of the VATLY water Cherenkov detector, a replica of
those used in the ground array of the Pierre Auger Observatory, are presented with emphasis on
the response to low amplitude signals. The method used is to detect decay electrons from muons
stopping in the water volume. Results include properties of the detection process as well as of the
atmospheric cosmic ray ux.
I. INTRODUCTION
For now nine years, the Pierre Auger Collaboration, with which our laboratory,
VATLY, is associated, has been operating a giant ground array of Cherenkov detectors
covering 5060 km2 in the Argentinean Pampas [1, 2]. Its aim is the study of extragalactic
Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays, with energies in the 1020 eV range. It has already given
rst evidences for a cut-o of the energy spectrum [3] corresponding to the photoproduc-
tion threshold on the Cosmic Microwave Background (GZK cut-o) and for a positive,
but weak, correlation with nearby galaxies   in particular Centaurus A   as potential
sources [4].
As a contribution to the work of the Pierre Auger Collaboration, we have assembled
on the roof of our Hanoi laboratory a replica of one of the 1660 Cherenkov detectors of the
Pierre Auger Observatory (PAO) with the aim of training and gaining familiarity with the
tools and methods used at the PAO. Together with other equipment, including scintillator
detectors and additional smaller Cherenkov detectors, it has given us an opportunity to
explore some features of the cosmic ray ux in Hanoi where the rigidity cut-o reaches its
world maximum of 17 GV [5].
The present work covers detailed studies that have been made of the performance
of the VATLY Cherenkov detector with emphasis on its response to low signals. The
detector (Fig. 1) is a water cylinder, 10 m2 in area and 1.2 m in height, equipped with
three down-looking 900 Photo Multiplier Tubes (PMTs). In the PAO regime, where the
detectors sample 5 ppm of the PAO area, one deals with signals reaching 103 VEM, a
VEM   Vertical Equivalent Muon   being the signal produced by a vertical relativistic
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muon impacting a detector in its centre. Here, we explore the response down to a tenth
of a VEM, implying a dynamical range in excess of 104. Such a large dynamical range is
important to obtain accurate measurements of the Lateral Distribution Function (LDF)
and, consequently, of the shower energy. It is limited by saturation at high signal ampli-
tudes, which is taken care of by recording the raw anode signal together with the amplied
dynode signal of each PMT. Its behaviour at low signal amplitudes is the main objective
of the present study.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The method that we have been using to study low amplitude signals is to look for
decays of muons stopping in the water volume of the Cherenkov detector. Only a small
fraction of cosmic muons, typically 6 to 7%, do stop in there and of these, an even smaller
fraction produces sucient Cherenkov light to be detected before stopping (at the scale of
a few tenths of a VEM). The subsequent muon decays occur on average some two microsec-
onds afterward, producing an electron (or positron) and a neutrino-antineutrino pair that
escapes the water volume undetected. The electron carries an average energy of only 35
MeV, producing a signal of only a fraction of a VEM in ideal detecting conditions. Our
experimental set-up has been designed to study such decays by detecting the signals pro-
duced by both the stopping muon and the decay electron. Such pairs have been detected
using dierent thresholds and delays, and the amplitude of the second signal has been
recorded together with the time separating the two signals. Such data make it possible,
using the dierent time dependences, to disentangle the contribution of muon decays from
that of random muon coincidences.
In addition to the main Cherenkov detector, we have assembled a scintillator ho-
doscope bracketing it from above and below (Fig. 1) that provides a trigger on central
relativistic feed-through muons for calibration purpose. The results of the calibration
are displayed in Fig. 2. The width (rms) to mean ratio in the Cherenkov case is 26%,
corresponding to 14 photoelectrons per VEM.
Fig. 1. Left: Photograph of the VATLY Cherenkov tank and the upper ho-
doscope. Right: Geometry of the whole assembly.
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Fig. 2. Left: mean charge distribution of the four hodoscope scintillator signals
with a Landau t, a Gaussian t and a smeared Landau t. Right: mean charge
distribution of the two Cherenkov PMTs used to produce the main signal. Curves
measured in dierent runs have been superimposed.
The basic processes of relevance are the slowing down of muons in water due to
ionization energy losses and the emission of Cherenkov photons. The largest possible track
length in the Cherenkov tank is lmax=
p
(1:2)2 + (3:6)23.8 m. Such a range corresponds
to a muon kinetic energy T0.8 GeV. The dierential energy loss is therefore close to
minimum (dT/dx=1.8 MeVg 1cm2 at T=331 MeV) or, in the lower energy range, inversely
proportional to the muon kinetic energy [6]. The track length l of muons in water increases
as a function of kinetic energy T as shown in Fig. 3 (left); vertical muons start to feed
through the tank (l >1.2 m) as soon as T exceeds 280 MeV.
The second basic process of relevance is the emission of Cherenkov radiation. The
Cherenkov threshold is 0=1/n=0.75 where n=1.34 is the refractive index of water. This
corresponds to a kinetic energy, T0=(E0  m)=54 MeV, where m=106 MeV (c=1) is the
muon rest mass, and E0=0m=m/
p
1  02. The half-aperture of the Cherenkov cone is
=cos 1(1=n) and the density dN/dx of Cherenkov photons radiated by a muon having
velocity  over a distance dx is proportional to sin2=1   1=(n)2. For =1,  41. It
is convenient to use VEM as unit: 1 VEM12080(1  1=n2) 4.2 103 photons, where
the number of Cherenkov photons per centimetre has been taken equal to 80 in the wave
length range of relevance. With three PMTs and a photocathode eciency of 10%, this
means 140 photoelectrons per VEM for a perfect optical cavity, compared with 100 in
the PAO. Hence, in VEM units, independently from the number of Cherenkov photons
radiated per centimetre,
dN=dx = (1  1=(n)2)=(1  1=n2)=120 = 1:9 10 2(1  1=(n)2) VEMcm 1.
A muon having a low enough kinetic energy stops in the water tank. The number
of photons it radiates depends only on the kinetic energy it has when entering the tank
and so do its track length and the track length over which it radiated photons. Fig. 3
(right) shows the dependence on kinetic energy of the total number of Cherenkov photons
radiated by a muon before stopping.
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Fig. 3. Dependence on muon kinetic energy (MeV) of track length (m, left panel)
and of the number of Cherenkov photons (VEM, right panel). The full arrows are
for a muon that just stops in 1.2 m of water and the dotted arrows for a muon
that just emits 1 VEM before stopping.
It is straightforward to estimate what to expect in terms of rates. For this purpose,
muons having a mean kinetic energy of 4 GeV and the proper angular distribution [5] are
generated at a distance from the detector centre uniformly distributed between zero and
lmax. It is useful to distinguish between four families of trajectories (Fig. 4, left): 1, missing
the tank all together; 2, crossing the upper or lower plate and the side wall; 3, crossing
both the upper and lower plates; 4, crossing twice the side wall. A muon may produce no
detectable photon either because it misses the tank or because its kinetic energy is lower
than the Cherenkov threshold. Moreover, it may or may not stop in the tank. If it does
not, it does not produce any detectable decay electron. Table 1 gives the properties of
the four families and Fig. 4 (right) displays the distributions of the track length, to which
the Cherenkov light emitted by feed-through muons (in VEM) is proportional. While
the plate-wall and plate-plate congurations have comparable abundances, the wall-wall
conguration is much less likely, only 1% of the total.
Fig. 4. Left: Denition of trajectory families for feed-through muons. Right: Dis-
tribution of the charge (VEM) deposited by feed-through muons either assuming
a perfect detector or Poisson statistics using 14 photoelectrons per VEM.
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Table 1. Properties of the four families of trajectories.
Family 1 2 3 4
Missing Wall-Plate Plate-Plate Wall-Wall
Abundance 9:7% 42:2% 47% 1:1%
Fraction stopping   5:3% 7:8% 9:2%
<VEM> feed-through   0:73 1:19 1:47
<VEM> stop   0:22 0:28 0:55
The predicted fraction of stopping muons is 6.5% on average, slightly larger for the
plate-plate conguration than for the plate-wall conguration. On average, the Cherenkov
light emitted by a stopping muon corresponds to one quarter of a VEM. The expected
total rate is 1.4 kHz for feed-through muons and therefore 20 Hz for coincidences of
two feed-through muons in a 10 s window. The rate of pairs with a stopping muon in
second position is therefore 1.3 Hz. Of these, only a fraction will be detected and an
even smaller fraction will produce a detectable decay electron.
For the decay electron (meaning electron or positron) to be detected, the muon
should not stop too close from the tank walls: when calculating the expected rate, one
needs to account for the incomplete shower containment in such cases. Once averaged
over muon polarization, the electron may be emitted forward or backward with equal
probabilities and the bulk of the electron shower covers some 20 to 40 cm (one radiation
length is 36 cm). The kinetic energy T carried by the decay electron, averaged over
polarization and electron emission angle, has a distribution of the form dN/dx=2(3x2 2x3)
where x=2T/m varies between 0 and 1. The mean value of x is 0.7, meaning for T a mean
value of 37 MeV.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The recorded data include time autocorrelation spectra and charge distributions.
The autocorrelation spectra use a Time-to-Amplitude Converter (TAC), the output of
which is sent to a Multi-Channel Analyzer (MCA). The charge distributions are measured
in Analogue-to-Digital Converters (ADC) using a CAMAC data acquisition system. A
fast electronic circuit, using the NIM standard, is used as front end (Fig. 5). The signal
studied is a coincidence between the amplied dynode signals of PMTs 1 and 2 of the
Cherenkov detector. It is used as both start and stop of the TAC but care is taken to
maintain a low rate at the TAC input in order to assure its proper behaviour. This is
done by replacing the main signal by a coincidence between itself and another main signal
occurring within a time window of 10 s following it. With such logic, both the start and
stop inputs of the TAC are activated only when the main signal is followed by another
within a window [D1, D1+10 s] with respect to the rst, thus reducing the rate consid-
erably. It must be noted, however, that it is the second of these signals that starts the
TAC and the rst that stops it, resulting in a time distribution inverted with respect to
normal.
The response of the MCA to a time dierence t between the two signals has been
carefully calibrated using reference signals and including corrections for a small non-
linearity. From the calibration data, we obtain an estimate of the uncertainty on the
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time measurement of 60 ns.
The charges of both the hodoscope scintillator signals and Cherenkov signals are
recorded in a single 12-input ADC module activated by three possible gates. A rst gate
is generated by the TAC start signal, namely the second signal of a correlated pair; a
second gate is generated by a clock and is used to measure pedestals; the third gate is
generated by a coincidence between the four scintillator plates of the hodoscope. All three
gates are converted to a common broad gate, an essential requirement in order to be able
to have a common charge scale and to perform the VEM calibration properly. The timing
of the gate with respect to the signals being analysed has been carefully adjusted to ensure
that the signals are in all cases well contained within the gate. Pattern units are used to
tell which trigger was active.
Fig. 5. Block diagram of the electronics. The three amplied Cherenkov signals
Ci and the four hodoscope signals Hi are fed to ADCs and discriminators via
passive splitters. Discriminator output signals are used to construct a Cherenkov
trigger (tagged by pattern unit PU0) and a hodoscope trigger (tagged by pattern
unit PU2). A clock (TU2) provides a trigger tagged by pattern unit PU1 used to
measure ADC pedestals.
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IV. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
IV.1. Time autocorrelation spectra
A total of 62 time autocorrelation spectra have been collected. A number of cross-
checks have been performed in order to ascertain the quality of the recorded data, including
an independent evaluation of the width of the time window, 9.980.06 s. The 62 spectra
are tted simultaneously to a sum of four exponentials that reads:
Rexp( Rt) + g0Rshexp( Rsht) + '+R+exp( R+t) + ' R+exp( R t).
Here, +=1    and   (the fractions of positive and negative muons), as well as R, the
cosmic muon rate, R+ and R  (the muon decay rate in vacuum and the disappearance rate
of negative muons, including both decays and capture in water), are xed to their known
values. The tted parameters are g0 and Rsh, describing the multimuon contribution
(two muons from a same air shower) and ', describing the electron detection eciency,
equal to the product fstop where fstop, the fraction of stopping muons is the same for all
runs, while , the electron detection probability, depends on threshold. As seven dierent
threshold values have been used, the total number of parameters to be adjusted is 9.
The total number of events in each spectrum is normalized to a common value be-
tween data and model. The normalization constant is observed to be proportional to the
duration of the measurement as expected. The 2 of the t is calculated using statistical
errors exclusively. The results of the best t are listed in Table 2 and illustrated in Fig.
6. The value of the best t 2 is 1.02 per degree of freedom (of which there are 118185),
providing evidence for the quality of the t and for negligible systematic errors. The
measured electron contribution shows a very good agreement with the nominal muon life
time. The dependence of ' on threshold shows that the sensitivity to electron detection
drops to zero when the threshold reaches its higher values.
Table 2. Time autocorrelation spectra: best t results.
2=dof 1.02 Threshold (threshold units)
g0(10
 5) 0:79 0:05  
Rshs
 1 0:89 0:03  
'1(ppm) 123 0:7 0.5
'2(ppm) 88 0:6 0.7
'3(ppm) 65 0:6 1.0
'4(ppm) 19 0:5 1.5
'5(ppm) 1:3 0:5 2.0
'6(ppm) < 0:01 2.5
'7(ppm) < 0:02 3.0
The best t value of parameter g0 is (0.790.05) 10 5 for a decline time of 1.130.04
s, meaning a rate of 7.00.5 Hz compared with an inclusive muon rate of 2 kHz,
namely a probability of 3.5to detect a second muon from the same shower when one
has already been detected. For a muon multiplicity of 2, it means a shower radius of 30
m, in agreement with typical sea-level decoherence functions.
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Fig. 6. Measured time distributions (s, histograms) as compared with the result
of the best t (smooth curves). Left: Autocorrelation spectra for dierent thresh-
olds. Right: Electron contribution from muon decays. In most bins data and t
are indistinguishable.
IV.2. Charge distributions
The second signal of a correlated pair, of which the charge is recorded in the ADC,
is either an electron (requiring that the rst signal was a detected stopping muon) or a
muon (minimum ionising in most cases). Both components depend in dierent ways on
threshold and delay.
A total of 42 runs have been retained for a simultaneous analysis after proper
VEM calibration using hodoscope data. The charge distributions are tted to a form
Si;j;k = Ni;jCifFk + iexp( Dj=)F elk g where i labels the threshold, j the delay and k
the charge bin. Ni;j is a normalisation constant, one for each spectrum; i accounts for
the fact that when the threshold increases, the fraction of stopping muons decreases (the
threshold applies to both the start and stop signals) and so does that of possibly detected
decay electrons; the exponential term accounts for the exponential decrease of the elec-
tron contribution as a function of delay Dj and  is taken equal to 2.0 s in order to
account for capture on average; Ci describes the cut-o at low charges due to the discrim-
inator threshold, thi, expressed in threshold units. Rather than tting the normalisation
constants for each independent charge distribution, we set it to unity and normalise the
measured distributions in the high charge region where electrons do not contribute. The
data normalised in this fashion are displayed in Fig. 7 and compared with the results of
the best t. While a qualitative agreement is generally obtained, the quality of the t is
not very good, revealing a number of imperfections of the model which are addressed below.
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Fig. 7. Measured charge distributions (left panels) and best t results (right
panels). Each panel is labelled by the associated threshold value and includes
curves taken at dierent delays. A number of imperfections in the t quality are
clearly visible.
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In particular, the cut-o is simply described by a function Ci taken to switch from
0 to 1 around x = acthi over a width measured by bcthi, a form which will later be
found inadequate. The best t values of ac and bc are 0.180.02 VEM and 0.0420.001
VEM respectively. The best t values of the  parameters are displayed in the right
panel of Fig. 8 as a function of threshold and compared with the best t values of the '
parameters in the left panel. Above a threshold of 2, electrons do no longer contribute.
The sharp decrease of the  parameters as a function of threshold illustrates the diculty
of the measurement: the evaluation of the electron charge distribution rests fully on the
low threshold data; the higher threshold data are only good at xing the muon charge
distribution.
Fig. 8. Dependence on threshold of the ' (left panel) and  (right panel) parameters.
The quality of the ts is not excellent, in particular at low charges, and reveals a
number of weaknesses of the simple model used in the simulation. Fig. 9 displays the best
t muon distribution F and electron distribution F el and compares them with the data.
Fig. 9. Muon (left) and electron (right) charge distributions: the best ts F and
F el are shown in red and the data in blue. The arrows indicate the VEM value
(left) and one third of it (right).
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V. SIMULATION AND INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS
The results presented above are now compared with the prediction of a simulation
of the detection process taking into account the weaknesses revealed by the analysis of the
previous section. As the contribution of muon pairs from a same shower can be neglected,
we consider only two kinds of events: either a pair of uncorrelated muons (from two inde-
pendent showers) or a stopping muon decaying in the water volume.
In both cases, muons are given a kinetic energy T having a Gaussian distribution of
adjustable mean Tmean , and a zenith angle  having a distribution [5] dN=d=N0cos
2(1 
0:108sin2) between 0 and 90. The choice of a Gaussian rather than exponential kinetic
energy distribution corresponds to available measurements [7] in the low energy range
(T<20 GeV). Here, N is the muon ux per unit of solid angle, of area (normal to the
trajectory) and of time. The charge is calculated in VEM using a Poisson distribution of
photoelectrons, the mean number of photoelectrons per VEM being an adjustable param-
eter, .
The eect of the threshold kthr (measured in threshold units) on a charge q is sim-
ulated separately on each of the two phototube signals that are summed to produce the
analysed charge. As both phototube signals are not strongly correlated, even if the cut-os
were sharp, which they are not, the resulting cut-o on the sum signal would be far from
sharp. Overlooking this feature causes bad ts in the low charge region: the eect of the
discriminator thresholds cannot be simulated by a simple cut-o on the sum signal.
A main weakness of the model used in the previous section is made clear by com-
paring the muon charge distributions of Fig. 4 right and Fig. 9 left, showing that the
muon charge distribution, including or not stopping muons, is not expected to peak at
low charges while the data require a muon contribution that does. Indeed, a low charge
component, the so-called soft component has been known for many years [8] and is essen-
tially composed of soft electrons, positrons and photons. As it is not penetrating, it does
not show up whenever a coincidence between two dierent detectors is required; however,
in the present case where the coincidence is between two PMTs looking at the same water
volume, there is no such suppression. It is also present in the PAO data [9], however at
a dierent rate because of the dierent altitude (1400 m rather than sea level). In order
to include such a soft component in the simulation, we use an exponential dependence on
charge q of the form dN/dq=q 1softexp( q=qsoft) where qsoft is an adjustable parameter.
We use as a second adjustable parameter the fraction fsoft of the inclusive rate taken by
the soft component.
Muons in muon pair events are separated by a time t uniformly distributed between
0 and the width of the time window, 10 s. So does also the soft component.
Muon decays are simulated by generating parent muons having a track length l
in excess of 11 cm, below which a stopping muon does not emit any Cherenkov light.
The position xstop of the stop on the track is taken with a uniform distribution between
the track exit and a point shifted by 11 cm from the entrance end inside the water
volume, each value of xstop being given a weight accounting for its likelihood, namely
dN=dxstop=(dN=dE)=(dxstop=dE).
The charge of the PMT signals associated with the Cherenkov light emitted by an
electron shower of energy Edecay is averaged over the electron energy and direction; it
is taken to correspond to an energy smaller than Edecay by a factor accounting for the
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possibly incomplete containment of the shower, measured by an adjustable shower size
parameter . The adjustable parameter Edecay = xEend is taken with a standard muon
decay distribution (dN=dx = 6x2  4x3) having its end point (x=1) at Eend where Eend is
an adjustable parameter measured in VEM.
The muon decay time distribution is taken exponential with an eective decay time
of 2.0 s accounting, on average, for muon capture in water and the decay electron is
required to be emitted within the accepted window (width W1 and delay D1).
We have simulated the mechanism of light collection with the aim of revealing a
possible dependence on zenith angle of its eciency. We simulated both Lambertian dif-
fusion on the tank walls (as is probably the case for the PAO where the walls are made
of Tyvek) and specular reection (expected to contribute in the VATLY case where the
walls are coated with aluminized Mylar). We dene a light attenuation length in water,
att and a diusion (or reection) coecient  describing the ratio between the diused
(or reected) and incident light on wall encounters, using as default values: att=20 m
and =0.85.
In the case of a perfect optical cavity, att=1 and =1, any Cherenkov photon emit-
ted along a muon track ultimately escapes into one of the PMTs. However, the average
number of reections or diusions it takes to achieve this, may be zenith angle depen-
dent. Similarly, the time it takes, i.e. the optical path length, may also be zenith angle
dependent. Namely, in a perfect optical cavity, one expects the area of the pulse shapes
to be zenith angle independent but not their widths. In a real optical cavity, att takes
a nite value and  is smaller than unity. The detected signal becomes Nkexp( l=att)
where N is the number of Cherenkov photons emitted, k the number of wall reections (or
diusions) and l the optical path that precede the escape into the PMT photocathode.
Fig. 10. Left: distribution of the number of diusions preceding detection by the
PMTs for cos=0.3 to 0.4, 0.5 to 0.6, 0.7 to 0.8 and 0.9 to 1. Right: Relative
occurrence (%) of respectively zero and one diusions preceding detection by the
PMTs as a function of cos.
An eect that produces a dependence of the light collection eciency over zenith
angle is the existence of direct light. It results from the fact that it becomes possible for
Cherenkov light to reach the PMTs without any diusion or reection when the zenith
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angle exceeds 41 (cos=0.75). Fig. 10 displays the distribution of the number of diusions
or reections that occur before reaching the PMTs for dierent intervals of cos. It shows
clearly how for small zenith angles direct light (no preceding diusion or reection) is
relatively suppressed, while it becomes more and more important when the zenith angle
increases.
In general, in the case of a non-perfect optical cavity, one may then expect a zenith
angle dependence of the light collection eciency. However, to the extent that the number
of photons eectively collected in the PMTs is much smaller than the total number of
Cherenkov photons produced, this dependence cannot be very important. Indeed, in such
a case, each Cherenkov photon has a small probability P, in principle dependent on cos,
to be detected after a given optical length lmax and a given number of reections/diusions
kmax. But the average values of l and k are only slightly smaller than lmax=2 and kmax=2
respectively to the extent that only few photons have been collected before reaching lmax
or kmax. As the eective values of lmax and kmax are dened solely by att and , they
do not depend on cos. Moreover, as the light collection eciency is completely dened
by the average values taken by l and k, it will not depend on cos either. This is indeed
what the simulation predicts: Fig. 11 displays the dependence on zenith angle of the mean
number of photoelectrons per VEM for att=20 m and =0.85. In such a case, the light
is attenuated by a factor 100 after 28 reections/diusions or after 92 m optical path.
The dependence on cos is indeed small, particularly in the case of Lambertian diusion,
the main eect being that of direct light in the case of specular reection.
For each value of the threshold T and of the time delay D (s), data are compared
with the best t result of the simulation in the appendix. The values obtained for the
parameters that have been adjusted are listed in Table 3. Fig. 12 illustrates two typical
cases. The rst, with T=0.5 t.u. and D=0.5 s shows a clear electron contribution at small
time values, somewhat contaminated by the soft component. The second, with T=2.0 t.u.
and D=5.0 s is exclusively populated by muons with no noticeable time dependence. The
uncertainties that are quoted neglect correlations between the parameters: they simply
correspond to the shift of the parameter with respect to the best t value such that the
2 per degree of freedom (of which there are 10199) increases by 1%. Properly speaking,
they are therefore rather indicators of the sensitivity of each particular parameter to the
quality of the t. We now comment each of these in turn:
  The number of photoelectrons per VEM is =13.00.9 in good agreement with
our earlier estimate of 14 obtained from the width of the calibration curves. This num-
ber is really an eective number of photoelectrons per VEM, including other eects that
might cause a smearing of the charge measurement. It is rewarding to nd that the eect
is consistently described by a single value in both the VEM region and in the low charge
regime (stopping muons and decay electrons).
  The value of the end point of the charge distribution of decay electrons is
Eend=0.2750.018 VEM. We note that it is unnecessary to smear this distribution be-
yond the natural smearing resulting from photoelectron statistics. The resulting smeared
distribution is displayed in Fig. 13. This result is consistent with the value obtained in
PAO data, where the mean decay electron charge is 0.12 VEM.
  The soft component is described by fsoft=0.7950.012 and qsoft=0.320.02
VEM. The high value of fsoft is somewhat misleading to the extent that charges smaller
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Fig. 11. Dependence on cos of the mean number of photoelectrons per VEM for
att=20 m and =0.85 for Lambertian diusion and specular reection. A zenith
angle dependence of the form 1   0:10sin2, as required by the best t, is also
shown.
than 0.1 VEM are cut by the threshold. Indeed, Fig. 13 displays the soft component in
the range where it is observed and where it can be compared with the electron and muon
contributions.
  The value taken by , 366 cm, is (by chance) precisely equal to the value of
the radiation length in water, however with a large error; indeed, this parameter is only
an ad hoc way to simulate the ducial volume eect and there is no reason for it to be
precisely equal to the radiation length although it is expected to be of the same order of
magnitude.
 The parameters describing the dependence of the cut-o function on kthr are
athr=0.0220.002 VEM, bthr=0.04950.0013 VEM per threshold unit and cthr=0.0350.006
VEM per threshold unit. The value of athr is an order of magnitude smaller than obtained
in Section IV.2 because it now applies to each PMT signal separately rather than to their
average value. The value of cthr deviates signicantly from zero, although most of the
smearing eect is naturally produced by the mechanism described earlier.
 The mean muon kinetic energy is Emean=4:0+0:4 0:3 GeV, in excellent agreement with
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Fig. 12. Best t results of the simulation are compared with data for both charge
(upper panels, 3.08 VEM full scale ) and time (lower panel, 15 s full scale )
distribution. The left panels are for T=0.5 t.u. and D=0.5 s and the right panel
for T=2.0 t.u. and D=5.0 s.
Table 3. Best t values of the model parameters.
Parameter Symbol Value (error)
Soft component probability fsoft 0.795(0.012)
Soft component width (VEM) qsoft 0.32(0.02)
Decay electron end point(VEM) Eend 0.275(0.018)
Shower size (cm)  36(6)
Mean muon kinetic energy (GeV) Emean 4:0(
+0:4
 0:3)
Number of photoelectrons per VEM  13.0(0.9)
Threshold oset (VEM) athr 0.022(0.002)
Cut-o slope (VEM/t.u) bthr 0.0495(0.0013)
Cut-o width (VEM/t.u) cthr 0.035(0.006)
Light collection eciency parameter  0.10(0.04)
the expected value [7]. It is remarkable that the data are able to measure it properly in
such an indirect way.
 Assuming that the optical properties of the tank are better described by a Lam-
bertian diusion than by a specular reection (although, as already mentioned, we expect
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an intermediate situation), the t was performed by neglecting a possible dependence of
the light collection eciency on zenith angle. Including a dependence on zenith angle of
the form 1   sin2 predicts a value =0.100.04, in good agreement with the analysis
performed earlier (Fig. 11) and suggesting that att=20 m and =0.85 are indeed sensible
estimates of the optical quality of the tank cavity.
Fig. 13 displays the respective contributions of the soft component, muons and
decay electrons to the charge distribution at low threshold and for both a small and a
large value of the delay. It illustrates the diculty of the measurement, the decay electron
component becoming negligible for charges in excess of 0.5 VEM, and being largely hid-
den behind the soft component. Fig. 14 displays the charge distribution associated with
Cherenkov photons emitted by stopping muons that produce detected decay electrons.
The gure is drawn for the lowest threshold value and a delay D1=0.5 s. Its shape is
nearly the same for a delay of 5 s (but its amplitude is of course much smaller). The
mean value of the charge distribution displayed in Fig. 14 is 0.54 VEM. Such a small
value, although larger than that of the electron distribution, adds to the diculty to de-
tect electrons from muon decays when using a Cherenkov detector.
Fig. 13. Respective contributions of the soft component, decay electrons and
cosmic muons for the smallest threshold value (0.5 threshold units) and respective
delays of 0.5 s (left) and 5.0 s (right).
VI. SUMMARY
We have collected a large sample of data that provide very clear evidence for muon
decays with the expected time dependence including a small contribution from muon
capture in oxygen. The amplitude of the electron signal is observed at the level of a fraction
of a VEM, and only the upper part of its distribution can be detected. Its end point is
measured to be 0.2750.018 VEM in agreement with the PAO value of a mean charge of
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Fig. 14. Charge distribution (VEM) associated with stopping muons that pro-
duce a detected decay electron for a threshold of 0.5 threshold units and a delay
D1 of 0.5 s.
0.12 VEM. The muon distribution provides evidence for a soft component, known to be
essentially made of electrons, positrons and photons, which appears particularly important
in the present experimental set-up due to the large sensitive volume of the Cherenkov
detector. Good ts of the measured data to a simple model of the detection process have
been obtained for both the charge and time distributions. They allow obtaining useful
evaluations of the number of photoelectrons per VEM, 13.00.9 and of the mean muon
energy, 4:0+0:4 0:3 GeV. The detection eciency of electrons has been modelled using an
estimate of the eective electron shower size found at the scale of the radiation length in
water (36 cm) as expected. The occurrence of muon pairs from a same shower has been
measured with a rate of 7.00.5 Hz, implying a decoherence function of the order of 30 m
for a sea level multiplicity of two muons per shower.
The availability of a replica of a PAO Cherenkov detector in our laboratory has
proven to be useful not only for training purposes but also for contributing a better
understanding of the response of such a detector, in particular to low amplitude signals at
the level of a fraction of a VEM. It will continue to be used as a training tool for students,
not only at the scale of the VATLY team but at a broader scale.
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APPENDIX
The gures below compare the charge and time data with the results of the simu-
lation. Each panel is labelled by the values taken by the threshold T (in threshold units)
and by the time delay D (in microseconds). Electrons and soft component contribute to
the low threshold data exclusively and, for these, the electron contribution decreases with
the time delay while that of the soft component remains constant.
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Fig. 15. Charge distributions measured and predicted for dierent delays and
thresholds. The full scale is 3.08 VEM on each panel. Each panel is labeled by its
threshold T (in threshold units) and its delay D (in microseconds).
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Fig. 16. Time distributions measured and predicted. The full scale is 15 s on
each panel. Each panel is labeled by its threshold T (in threshold units) and its
delay D (in microseconds).
